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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

ULS – Uganda Law Society 

COVID-19 – Corona Virus Disease 2019 

EACOP – The East African Crude Oil Pipeline

URA – Uganda Revenue Authority 

FPU – Fisheries Protection Unit 

DRC – Democratic Republic of Congo 

EAC – East African Community 

SGBV – Sexual and Gender Based Violence 

UDHR – Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

ADF – Allied Democratic Forces 

UHRC – Uganda Human Rights Commission 

FGM – Female Genital Mutilation

DCDO – District Community Development Officer 

IGG – Inspector General of Government 

H.E – His Excellency 

MDA – Ministries, Departments and Agencies 

LGs – Local Governments

PAC – Public Accounts Committee 

COSASE - Committee on Commissions, Statutory Authorities and State Enterprises
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president's Foreword

Pheona
Nabasa-Wall 



The tenet of the rule of law, along with equality under the law, is one of the foundations of

tolerance which begets humility which if observed, demonstrates the true spirit of the rule of

law. 

There has always been a need for availability of information which creates a need and platform

for engagement in civic dialogue and debate from which sustainable solutions are developed

for the prosperity of all through adherence to the rule of law.

 As Uganda Law Society, we believe that sustainable social, political, and economic progress

can only exist in societies where the Rule of Law exists. It is from this premise that I am

honored to present to you this edition of the Uganda Law Society (ULS) Quarterly Report on

the State of the Rule of Law, analyzing the period of October – December 2021.

My sincere gratitude goes to the Rule of Law Strategic and Litigation Committee for their

tireless and invaluable support to the Secretariat team during the compilation of this report.

As our dear Country is adapting to the Covid-19 pandemic, the emerging variants and the

effects in this partial lockdown, it goes without mention that there are a series of events

regarding the upholding of the rule of law which have occurred to which as a Law Society we

are under a statutory mandate to bring to your attention as this quarterly report is going to

elaborate.

In your reading of this report, you will appreciate the effort rendered so far in the observance

and upholding of the Rule of Law in our dear motherland by the Government. You will also

concur with me that there have been shortcomings in regard to upholding the rule of law

according to the identified issues and the fact that they have not only exposed the

weaknesses of our enforcement mechanisms especially at a pandemic time like this but also

the lack of democratic structures strong enough to uphold the Rule of Law and human rights

of citizens at a precarious time such as this.

Nevertheless, Uganda Law Society remains devoted to the implementation of its Vision and

its strategic objectives. In this regard therefore and on behalf of the ULS membership, I wish

to implore all stakeholders and actors to take note of the recommendations made in this

report and ensure that we adopt a Faithful, Available and Teachable (F.A.T) approach towards

the necessary adjustments to enable us to uphold the rule of law in Uganda at all times.
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president's Foreword

“Commitment to the rule of law provides a basic assurance that people can know what to

expect whether what they do is popular or unpopular at the time.” _Sandra Day O'Connor

Pheona Nabasa-Wall
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INTRODUCTION
This is the Fourth Quarterly Report for the year 2021
and the twentieth issue overall on the state of the
Rule of Law in Uganda. This Report specifically
assesses and analyses all the developments and
subsequent issues that transpired around the
country in the review period of October-December
2021.
This edition of the report particularly captures issues
under the State of Human Rights as well as
Transparency and Accountability. 
During this review period, the adverse effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic have continued to be felt, as is
revealed in the report.  Issues of accountability in
regards to the COVID-19 vaccine as well as the
COVID-19 vaccination cards are discussed in the
report.  In the alleged effort to contain the spread of
COVID-19 in the country, several human rights were
infringed by the government under the auspices of
ensuring that citizens adhere to the set up health
standards. Other human rights issues discussed
include; the breach of economic rights under the
East African Community (EAC) Law, the
infringement of the rights of women and children, as
well as the infringement of the right to life that is
provided for in the Constitution. 
Having evaluated and analyzed the issues raised, the
Report consequently provides recommendations
that are geared towards the protection and
promotion of the Rule of Law. The purpose of this
report is to raise critical discussions among relevant
stakeholders, leading to constructive reform and
review of laws, policies and standard operating
procedures that would ultimately improve the
protection of fundamental rights and freedoms in
the country. 
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POSITIVE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE QUARTER 
During this quarter, the ULS highlighted positive developments as highlighted below;

The ULS applauds the lifestyle audit campaign which
was introduced by the IGG Hon. Betty Kamya; and
launched by H.E Yoweri Kaguta Museveni during the
International Anti-Corruption held under the theme:
“Promoting Active Citizen Participation in the Social
Accountability” Day on December 9, 2021 at the
Kololo ceremonial grounds. The tool is aimed at
combating and eliminating corruption among public
officers and it’s hoped that strong tools will be
developed to safeguard the whistleblowers. Lifestyle
audits have been adopted by some countries in
Africa; case in point is South Africa which has proved
that the tool is effective in the overall monitoring and
screening process to red flag areas of concern
warranting further investigation

launch of lifestyle audit by the IGG 

Article 52(2) of the 1995 Constitution of Uganda requires the UHRC to publish periodic
reports and submit annual reports to Parliament on the state of human rights and freedoms in
the country. It should be noted that these reports provide recommendations to relevant
authorities for the improvement of the human rights situation under review and discussion and
therefore efforts by the UHRC to launch the 22nd and 23rd Annual Reports on the State of
Human Rights and Freedoms in Uganda which were launched on December 13, 2021. It is
hoped that stakeholders to whom the recommendations were made will give due attention to
the respective issues raised in the reports.

The Launch of the 22nd and 23rd UHRC Annual Reports 

A meeting was held and officials agreed to remove all impediments in
the cross border trade between Uganda and Kenya after an
agreement which was reached at during a bilateral meeting in Nairobi
on December 21, 2021.This was following a trade impasse between
the two countries, in which Kenya banned Ugandan farmers from
exporting their dairy products to the country.   The Ugandan
ministerial delegation was led by Hon. Frank Tumwebaze, State
Ministers and some officials from the Minister of Agriculture, Animal
Industry and Fisheries while the Kenyan contingent had Hon. Peter
Munya, the Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock,
Fisheries and Cooperatives accompanied by some state officials

Meeting held to settle cross border impediments between Uganda and Kenya 
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 TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY 
A country which lacks effective accountability and transparency faces adverse impacts on
service delivery like health, education and other social and economic benefits which
eventually contribute to persistent poverty and other inequalities. Transparency and
Accountability form an integral feature of the Rule of Law.
During this quarter, anomalies regarding transparency and accountability were registered as
detailed below;



Mbarara city leaders allegedly fail to account for money
spent on road works
Media outlets have reported that various leaders have failed to
account for monies spent on road works.  Case in point are the 
 Mbarara City leaders who allegedly failed to account before the
PAC led by Hon. Ssemakula Lutamaguzi at City Hall on November
19, 2021 for money spent on road works under the Uganda
Support to Municipal infrastructure development and
constructions of schools. While appearing before the Committee,
the leaders failed to provide supporting documents on how UGX
31.6 Billion was spent on the construction of Bacuku, Mbaguta,
Bishop Wills Street, Akiiki-Nyabongo, McAllister, Constantino
Lobo and Buremba roads. They further failed to account for the
UGX 739 Million that was meant to construct four classroom
blocks at Karama and Rwenjuru primary schools. This was against
the backdrop of the Auditor General’s Report for the Financial
Year 2018/2019 that highlighted the queries regarding the
expenditure, the procurement and the inflated prices regarding
the construction of the above.
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FAILURE TO ACCOUNT IN PUBLIC OFFICES 
The Auditor General’s Annual Performance Report of 2020 observed that with the exception of
the Ministry of Health, all MDAs and LGs lack documented service delivery standards despite
the Ministry of Public Service issuing establishment notices guiding entities on the process of
developing, documenting, dissemination and implementing service delivery standards.
Government through Ministry of Public Service had not enforced actions to ensure that MDAs
and LGs comply. Absence of service delivery standards negatively affects public service
performance and accountability. To this end, it is not surprising that cases of public leaders
failing to account and deliver services are once again highlighted in this report as shown below;

RECOMMENDATIONS
Thorough investigations on the misappropriation of funds, abuse of office and unethical
conduct should be done and culprits brought to book.
The Public Health Act 281 should be amended to correspond to the current structure of
institutions and emerging issues of public health. It was mentioned in a report that penalties
imposed under the Act are also too low.
The office of the IGG should be equipped and trusted to fight corruption. Political leaders
should stop interfering with the work of the office of the IGG. The State House Anti-
Corruption Unit should be disbanded as its functions can be properly and lawfully executed
by the IGG that is duly mandated to do so under the Constitution.
The President of the Republic of Uganda should desist for utterances that appear to
encourage corrupt tendencies and allow all suspects whether his most trusted Ministers in
Cabinet or loyalists to be subjected to a legal process to determine their innocence.
The institutions tasked with mandate to fight corruption should not use the law to witch hunt
political opponents or fight work place battles or power struggles but focus on genuine cases
of corruption.
There is need for increased advocacy to fight the vice of corruption. Total budgets for each
government project in a particular area should be made public and report on the 

Mbarara City Leaders appearing
before Honourable members of
PAC/Parliament (Picture by Monitor
Reporters) 
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The ULS recommends that the government commit to implementing decisions and
recommendations made by PAC and COSASE. 

origin of their financial resources (parliamentary appropriation, general budget, ministry of
finances, agencies and fees) and how those resources are used.

 THE STATE OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
Uganda is a signatory to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the United
Nations General Assembly in 1948 and was the first legal document to set out the fundamental
human rights to be universally protected. These universal rights are inherent regardless of
nationality, sex, national or ethnic origin, color, religion, language, or any other status. They range
from the most fundamental of the right to life, food, education, work, health, and liberty. The
ratification of the international instruments puts a mandate on a country to respect the
fundamental human rights and freedoms and respectively the same rights were inculcated in
Chapter Four of the 1995 Constitution of Uganda. 

This report focused on the themes below while reviewing the state of Human Rights in the 4th
Quarter  of 2021. 
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HUMAN RIGHTS ON ECONOMIC,
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS
UNDER REGIONALIZATION 
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The Ban on the Exportation of Ugandan Eggs and Poultry
Products to Kenya
Earlier in the year, the country witnessed a ban on Ugandan
eggs and poultry products from export to Kenya following an
outcry by Kenyan farmers that the imports were exposing them
to stiff competitions which has crippled their business during
the pandemic. The act of rejecting and banning Ugandan
products like eggs, maize, poultry products, sugar and eggs
from Kenya had been continuous since January of 2021,   for
reasons not limited to Uganda’s products having lower prices
than that set by domestic producers in Kenya.
Trade wars between the EAC violate the provisions of the
Common Market Protocol and the Common External Tariff
which provide for free movement of goods, services and labour
between the member states with the expectations that
removal of such non-tax barriers will enable trade to flourish
and make their respective citizens prosperous.

One of the Ugandan traders
counting loses as Kenyan ban bites 

HUMAN RIGHTS ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS UNDER REGIONALIZATION 
The following were some of the outstanding issues affecting the enjoyment of human rights as
is highlighted below;

Breach of Economic Rights under the East African Community Law
The EAC was established with a vision to set up a prosperous, competitive, secure, stable and
politically united East Africa; and provide a platform to widen and deepen economic, political,
social and cultural integration in order to improve the quality of life of the people of the region
through increased competitiveness, value added production, trade and investments. The
Common Market Protocol was also adopted by the partner states of the community guarantee
the rights of free movement of persons, goods and services among other rights to all peoples
of the region. However, it is unfortunate that during the review period, several reports trickled
in about the several economic impasses that occurred between Uganda and Kenya, which led
to the ban of several goods between the two countries.  Some of these are explained below as
follows;

Impounding five Kenyan trucks carrying fish to DRC
On October 3, 2021, authorities from URA and FPU intercepted
and impounded five Kenyan trucks carrying fish to the DRC at
Mpondwe Border in the District of Kasese. It was communicated
by the spokesperson of FPU, Deo Sentiba that the trucks were
impounded on refusal of the owners to obey orders of
inspection and were carrying immature Nile perch and tilapia
from Lake Kyoga, which had been smuggled into Kenya and
repacked for export to DRC. This prompted a protest on
October 16, 2021 from Kenyan traders leading to the closure of
the Busia Border, in which they were demanding for the
unconditional release of their trucks which were carrying fish
worthy KShs. 50 million; on grounds that they had fulfilled all the
required certifications from Kenya and URA as stated by Yusufu
Sefu, the Chairperson of Kenya Fish Traders Association. 

Picture of the impounded fish by
URN Reporters
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Inequalities and Transparency in the EACOP (Special Provisions) BILL, 2021 
The ULS was invited on November 10, 2021 to appear before Parliament and present its position
on the EACOP Bill, 2021 which bill seeks to among others, facilitate the implementation of the
East African Crude Oil Pipeline Project in Uganda; to implement the obligations of Uganda under
the Intergovernmental Agreement and the Host Government Agreement and for related
matters. The ULS raised concerns regarding the inequalities of local content on the Ugandan
side in the bill and transparency in relation to disclosures as well as availing the bundle of signed
agreements in which the Bill is premised to the public. ULS presented proposals to be included in
the bill, however, parliament and cabinet disregarded the proposals and the bill has different local
content provisions for both countries that disadvantage Ugandan professionals. 

Steps should be taken to strengthen the structures of the East African Community to
facilitate the process of dispute resolution among partner states using the framework
provided for in the East African Community Treaty. 
Since its admission to the Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative (EITI) in August 2020,
steps should be taken to demonstrate transparency by availing oil agreements to the public
among other requirements. Transparency is key to ensuring that potential revenues from oil
and gas production are not mismanaged or lost to corruption. EITI implementation will
require Uganda to publicly disclose information such as contracts, beneficial owners,
revenues and payments, including payments related to the environment. These disclosures
can in turn promote public oversight and debate.
The cabinet should uphold the economic and social cultural interests of Ugandan people
while making decisions on legislations.
·A call to Parliament and cabinet to ensure that the Economic rights of Ugandans are
protected and the 2040 goals upheld emphasizing local, prioritization and capacity
development in all regional negotiations on protocols, contract and legislations.
·The Ministry of trade is also encouraged to take particular interest in developing local
content capacities in all trade negotiations 
·Partner States should desist from making unilateral decisions that impede the achievement
of  the objectives of establishing the East African Community
Partner States should be held accountable for violations of their commitments to the East
African Community. 

RECOMMENDATIONS
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PROTECTION OF THE RIGHT
TO LIFE 02
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Article 3 of the UDHR states that everyone has the right to life, liberty and the security of
person.
According to Article 22 of the 1995 Constitution of Uganda, no person shall be deprived of life
intentionally except in execution of a sentence passed in a fair trial by a court of competent
jurisdiction in respect of a criminal offence under the laws of Uganda and the conviction and
sentence have been confirmed by the highest appellate court.
In spite of the international, domestic legal guarantees and political assurances, the ULS has
continued to note instances of arbitrary deprivation of life by the State, its organs, agents and
the public as is  highlighted below;

Mob Justice amounting to loss of the right to Life 
During this reporting period, the ULS noted yet another case of mob justice. A 40 year old
former driver of the United Nations, Aziz Bashir was lynched to death by a group of 
 motorcyclists in Mengo, after he allegedly knocked down a motorcycle rider. Since the
incident, 14 suspects some of who were identified through closed circuit television and social
media videos have been arrested by police on charges of murder, malicious damage to
property and theft.

Photos showing a captured
detailed video of angry
motorcyclists who
clobbered Aziz Bashir 
(By Chris Mabz)

Extra-judicial killings by State agents
Following two deadly suicide bombings that occurred on October 25, 2021 in Kampala central
business district, the Uganda Police Force killed five suspected terrorists including a one
Sheikh Muhammed Kirevu a renowned Muslim cleric, a resident of Gangu B in Busabala-
Makindye as confirmed by the police spokesperson Mr. Fred Enanga. It is alleged that the joint
counter terrorism security officers, raided the home of the suspected terrorist in Kampala,
Sheikh Kirevu, killed him as he allegedly tried to escape the arrest and further whisked away his
two wives and a sister-in-law to unknown whereabouts. The spokesperson added that Sheikh
Kirevu was allegedly involved in recruiting personnel into the ranks of the ADF and promoting
the re-emergence of ADF cells within the country. It should be noted the incident happened
before his family including his children which left them in shock. In its previous report, the ULS
highlighted cases of extra-judicial killings by the state where suspects in Gen. Katumba
Wamala assassination attempt were shot by the security forces during their operation. 
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The ULS asserts its previous recommendation that a proper policy and legal framework
should be defined under which security forces should shoot suspects before charging and
convicting them. No person should be deprived of the right life without due process
The government in partnership with Civil Society Organizations should increase
sensitizations on the right to a fair hearing to enable balance in access to justice between
the accused and the victim.
Security officers and citizens involved in extra-judicial killings should be prosecuted and
held accountable
Security forces should under continuous training and psychological evaluation to
determine their state of mind before trusting them with guns and unleashing them into
the public.
Efforts geared towards increasing public trust within the judiciary and the security forces
with support from the government should be made to improve transparency in handling
crimes.
Partner States should be held accountable for violations of their commitments to the East
African Community. 

 RECOMMENDATIONS
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Adverse impact of the
COVID-19 Pandemic on rights
of children 

03



The COVID-19 pandemic was a trying season for the world at large.
However, the pandemic has had a particularly adverse impact on the
rights of children in Uganda more notably due to the closure of schools in
Uganda for over two years. This part of the report delves into some of the
negative effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the rights of children.

The Right of Children to attain Education
The right to education is enshrined in the Constitution where Article 30
guarantees all persons the right to education, and Article 34(2) enshrines
the children’s right to basic education. The government has also passed
numerous policies to ensure this right is recognized; and these include the
National Development Plan 111, 2020/2021-2024/2025 Vision 2040 and
the Education Sector Strategic Investment Plan (2020/2021 –
2024/2025. Policies and laws have been put in place to ensure that all
children enjoy their right to free and compulsory education. 

Closure of Schools due to the Pandemic period 
All children should enjoy this right regardless of their social status in the
society. However, the unanticipated closure of schools meant that 15
million learners in lieu of the COVID-19 pandemic were forced to stay
home for a period of 83 weeks. This resulted into the exploitation and
abuse of children’s rights, with many girls being exposed to early
pregnancies, child marriages, HIV infections, and several others being
exposed to domestic violence. Child Physical abuse was reported in
several districts, with many children being battered for any mistakes or
misunderstandings by parents and relatives. In Kabarole, Kasese, and
Bundibugyo, children were reported to be engaged in drug abuse due to
idleness and negative peer pressure.
Many children have as a result dropped out of school due to the
increased exposure to child labour and the skyrocketing cost of
education which has left out the vulnerable and poor children. Due to the
pandemic period, the government also introduced the online system of
learning which required televisions, computers, internet, radios and
smartphones which could only be accessed by those who could afford,
further widening the inequality gap between the rich and poor. 

Child trafficking 
According to the 2020 Trafficking in Persons Report estimates
determined that traffickers were currently exploiting 7,000 to 12,000
children through sex trafficking in Uganda. The report also outlined how
human trafficking in Uganda primarily took the form of forced physical
labor and sexual exploitation.
In one case, a four year old Trinity Nakisuyi Nabirye was murdered by a
one Joseph Sserubiri and his wife Felista Namaganda of Deliverance and
Healing Ministries on Market Village, Kakira Town Council.
In another incident, a 14 year old Kasita Muyinda a student of Naalya
Secondary School was reportedly kidnapped, with the kidnappers
demanding a ransom of UGX 30 million from the parents

17

https://www.state.gov/reports/2020-trafficking-in-persons-report/uganda/
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Parents trade refugee girls for sex in lock down
FAWE-Uganda carried out a survey between the period of December 2020 to May 2021
titled; “The Situation and Impact of Covid-19 on School-going Refugee Girls and Young
Women in Uganda”, with the report revealing that school-going refugee girls were being
forced into odd jobs which had exposed many of them to sexual violence and abuse. The
report which was conducted in three refugee settlements of Alere (Adjumani District), Kyaka
11 (Kyegegwa) and Palabek (Lamwo) revealed that young girls are married off by parents and
caregivers in exchange for money, food and other goods under the guise that “schools may
never open again.” Kyaka 11 settlement was specifically as the percentage of girls getting
involved in sexual activities shot up from 11.5% before lockdown to 13.1% during the lockdown. It
was further revealed that this was as a result of disrupted livelihood sources for families,
limited access to adolescent sexual reproductive health information and increased exposure
to violence among others.

Teenage Pregnancies  
During the pandemic period, there has been a record 1,500 teenage pregnancies reported
from the period of January to August 2021. This was confirmed by the DCDO, Annet
Kabahaguzi who stated that majority of the girls were defiled by their relatives and neighbors.
This was further attributed to closure of schools as a measure to curb the spread of COVID-
19. The study which was conducted by Center for Economic Social and Cultural Rights in
Africa, the findings of the Baseline Survey Report on establishing Girls Access to Sexual and
Reproductive Health Rights and Services in Kikuube and Buliisa Districts revealed that child
marriage stood at 19% in the two Districts.
The COVID-19 period has therefore exposed vulnerable groups like girls to negative impacts
such as the escalating teenage pregnancies. This has been as a result of the lock down
measures to control the spread of the virus that has kept the victims and perpetrators sexual
violence and early marriages in one place. 
There was a positive attempt by the Office of the Director of Public Prosecution to clear 700
cases of Sexual Gender Based Violence which were triggered by COVID-19 lockdown in 45
days. The hearing was set to kick start on Monday, October 25, 2021[R1] . It is hoped this will
enable victims receive justice and perpetrators face the full arm of the law. 

Increasing number of Female Genital Mutilation 
The ULS acknowledges the effort taken by the Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social
Development in eliminating the practice of FGM in some areas of Eastern Uganda. This was
noted when the Minister of State for Gender and Culture, Hon. Peace Mutuuzo held an anti-
FGM cross border meeting in the areas of Tulwo Cell in Riwo Town Council with women who
were involved in carrying out FGM in Bukwo District. As a result, the women abandoned the
act and resorted to other income generating activities. However, despite the above
acknowledgement, media reports have continued to note, through the Ministry of Gender
Labour and Social Development a steady increase in the number of FGM cases  from 0.3% to
52% during the COVID-19 pandemic. The Minister of State for Gender and Cultural affairs
mentioned while addressing journalists at the Media Center Uganda, that the COVID-19 Rapid
Gender Assessment by the Government indicated that women aged between 15 and 49 years
were being subjected to FGM in the Districts of Kapchorwa and Karamoja Sub-region.
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The government together with Community Based Organization should economically
empower women, girls and those involved in carrying out acts of FGM which would be
seen as an alternative solution to earning. 
The perpetrators of FGM should face the full arm of the law and the police, local council
and villages should be empowered to handle cases of FGM
The government should collaborate with neighboring countries like Kenya in fighting the
act of FGM for this will ensure that the victims and perpetrators do not cross over to
neighboring communities to commit the act. 
The government together with Non-Government Organization should intensify advocacy
against the acts of FGM and demystify the repugnant cultural practice.
Abusers of child rights should face the law
The government should develop a strategy and policies to cater for pandemics where
people can access to sexual and reproductive rights. 
Government should avoid being reactive and prepare for the next pandemic by putting in
place facilities and resources that will enable continuous learning to avoid situations like
early pregnancies that have befallen children during the period when the schools have
been closed.  
Parliament and the Executive should support gender-responsive legislations by
prioritizing the passage into law of key pending bills including the Legal Aid Bill, the sex
offenses bill, the minimum wage bill, the succession amendment bill as well as the Marriage
and Divorce bill.

RECOMMENDATIONS
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THE RIGHT TO HEALTH IN REGARDS
TO SERVICE DELIVERY 04
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the Ministry of Health issued a letter dated December 10, 2021 vide reference No.
ADM.170/264/01 signed by the director general of health services, Dr. Henry Mwebesa
addressed to all hospital directors directing striking medical interns to vacate government
hospital premises, hand over hospital property in their possession to pave way for new medical
interns.
It should be noted that medical interns are at the core of health service delivery in the country
and further play a vital role as frontline workers in this era of the COVID-19 pandemic
therefore undermining their constitutional right to an industrial action geared towards
addressing their challenges and completing medical training by Ministry of Health is unlawful.
For the government to enable the public the right to health, hospital medical personnel should
be provided with more personal protective equipment, drugs and other related hospital
supplies 

THE RIGHT TO HEALTH IN REGARDS TO SERVICE DELIVERY 
The ULS has noted cases undermining the right to health as noted below;

Medical practitioners in Mbale Referral Hospital selling blood to Patients 
Mbale Regional Referral Hospital health workers were allegedly selling blood which is
supposed to be freely given to patients. It was revealed by the Daily Monitor news daily that
investigations following rampant complaints from patients accusing medical workers of
extorting money in exchange blood that medical workers are selling a unit of blood between
UGX 20,000 and 40,000. This was further confirmed and captured on camera when Dr.
Emmanuel Tugainayo was interrogating one of the intern doctors who had allegedly sold
blood to a patient. The ULS has previously reported cases of medical workers selling blood at
UGX 200,000 through mobile money and further soliciting transport from relatives of
patients to transport the blood.  It should be noted that such instances lead to negligent loss
of lives by depriving patients unable to pay of blood and infringes on the right to health. 

Directive on vacation of hospital premises by medical interns
Following a presidential directive dated August 9, 2021 aiming at improving the welfare of
medical interns in hospitals; a supplementary budget in Parliament was further passed on
November 19, 2021 to effect the terms that were in the directive. However since then, the
Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Public Service have not implemented the directive which
forced the medical interns through their association (Federation for Uganda Medical Interns)
to go on strike demanding the government to address challenges faced in the day-to-day
execution of their work, training, and service delivery in hospitals. That notwithstansing
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THE SECURITY SITUATION IN
THE COUNTRY 05
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The government should prioritise the safety of every citizen by deploying security
checkup points in most cities and central business centres in Uganda.
The public should be sensitized to stay on high alert and take security precautions when in
public areas. 
The suspects involved in bomb attacks should be brought before the courts of law and
tried to ensure that the government and public are aware of the root cause of insecurity
and further know how to maintain vigilance in such situations. 
The Government should invest in more sophisticated technology to deal with modern
criminals rather than relying on the outdated and rudimentary ways of torturing suspects
for information.
The Government should train all its security agencies on how to detect, respond and
handle terror threats or occurrences.
Government should uphold the rule of law and prevail over its security agencies to stop
extra-judicial killings, torture and illegal detentions of suspects. No person of institution
should be above the law.

RECOMMENDATIONS

According to Article 3 of the UDHR states that everyone has the right to life, liberty and
security of person. This means that any stable, strong, and economically prosperous country
should be able to facilitate and guarantee the freedom, safety, and wellbeing of the individuals
of that particular state. 
Additionally, the National Objectives and Directive Principles of State Policy 111(v) of the 1995
Constitution of Uganda states that the State shall provide a peaceful, secure and stable
political environment which is necessary for economic development. However that
notwithstanding, during this period, the country has faced a lot of insecurity arising from the
alleged bombings of the ADF which has led to loss of lives, damage to property and caused
bodily injuries to several citizens. 
Of particular note was the bomb explosion that occurred on October 25, 2021 at Kwata Zone,
Komamboga, Kawempe Division in Kampala District which left one person dead and left
critically three injured people. This followed a bomb blast inside the bus at Lungala along
Kampala-Masaka road in Mpigi District that left one person dead. The security agencies
thereafter responded to four other suspicious bombing scares within Kampala metropolitan
areas but found no explosives. Additionally, the country experienced a coordinated attack in
the Kampala central where one bomb exploded near the central police station and another
near at Parliamentary Avenue which left 33 people critically injured, three killed while a third
possible attack was foiled by police who pursued and disarmed a suspected suicide bomber. It
should be noted that this also left personal properties, cars and buildings totally damaged.
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The ULS applauds the citizens of Uganda that have continuously fought for the observance
of the Rule of Law and protection of Human Rights across different disciplines in the armed
and security forces, the legal profession, through different government structures and the
general public. However, there is still a lot to be desired regarding the protection and
observance of human rights by the State Organs and the public. The Government has
provided a conducive legal, policy and institutional framework anchored to protect public
funds. However efforts should be scaled up to improve transparency and accountability for
public expenditure to enhance public delivery in Uganda. 

conclusion
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